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Find 
apartments that pay you
Find
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that pay you


We’re a new kind of apartment site. We make housing light. Earn a cash back rebate when you sign a new apartment lease through Lighthouse.
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Our cities

Explore popular Texas cities on Lighthouse.
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Cash back on rent? 
There's no catch
3 easy steps


01
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Find the perfect place

Discover 9,000+ apartments across Texas and find the perfect home for you
Find Apartments
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Apply and sign the lease

Speak with property managers, schedule tours, and apply. Make sure you add your locator as your referral source
Find Apartments
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Move in and get cash back

The rent price you pay is the same you'll find anywhere else. But as a Lighthouse user, you're eligible to receive a cash back rebate when you move in
Find Apartments
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World's #1 apartment 
finder on Trustpilot
Explore our reviews
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Best for people who get overwhelmed apartment hunting.
With this being my first time working with an apartment finder company, I honestly loved my experience with Lighthouse. Gabby did such an awesome job helping me find a new apartment. It took some time because I’m very picky when it comes to apartments but I was finally able to find an apartment I was at peace with. Thank you guys again. I will definitely be sharing my experience with friends!
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Alan Chang at Lighthouse was great. I would never use another apartment locator, I felt like I made a friend after talking to Alan. He even checked on me after my move, gave me great advice about my puppies, and helped me after I moved.
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The Lighthouse can actually help you find a place to stay and find your dream home and I really appreciate lighthouse for helping me so I would definitely recommend it to other people to sign up with lighthouse
Lighthouse made it very easy for me to help me find a home. And they walked me through everything step by step and made it very understandable for me I had a wonderful experience with lighthouse.
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The marketplace working harder for you
Lighthouse is a marketplace with cash back incentives, experts who help you search and sign with confidence, earn cash back, and get other rewards.
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Cash back to move forward, it’s the lease we do
Lighthouse is a marketplace with cash back incentives, experts who help you search and sign with confidence, earn cash back, and get other rewards.


Forward is our favorite direction
We’re building the most comprehensive rental platform in the world. That means we’re rewriting the rulebook on finding and leasing an apartment.
Get started
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[image: ]The marketplace working harder for you
Lighthouse is a marketplace with cash back incentives, experts who help you search and sign with confidence, earn cash back, and get other rewards.
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Whether it’s an investment you want to make, a debt you want to pay down, or just an item that would make your apartment feel more like



[image: ]Forward is our favorite direction
We’re building the most comprehensive rental platform in the world. That means we’re rewriting the rulebook on finding and leasing an apartment.
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Over 9,000+ properties with cashback
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Check out apartments offers throughout Texas. Lighthouse offers you many special relocation offers, our options involve very favorable discounts and cashback on rental properties.

Explore

[image: ]New builds
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Explore the latest lease-ups and recently constructed apartments across Texas. We provide a wide list of properties to meet your needs.

Explore

[image: ]Property managers
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Discover the top property managers in Texas. This can help you find a property manager you trust who can help you make a successful transaction.

All managers
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Find an apartment quickly near your employer. Explore the large list of employers and find the right one for you.

All employers




Lighthouse Blog
More articles
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What would you like to know about Lighthouse?
Find Apartments
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What is Lighthouse? 
[image: ]
Lighthouse is an apartment listing site that puts renters first. We believe that renting should be a path to home ownership, so we provide cash back rewards while helping you find your next apartment.




Cash back: What’s the catch?
[image: ]
There is no catch. You just have to add Lighthouse to your application as your referral – and be a good tenant. That’s it!




Are there any extra costs with using Lighthouse?
[image: ]
Our service is free of charge.




Do you raise the price of rent to offer cash back?
[image: ]
Absolutely not. We provide cash back to renters by sharing what we earn from placing renters in apartments. Other rental sites keep those earnings. But we do it differently – and better – by changing how people rent and save.




How do I get my cash back?
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Once your application has been approved, we will send you a link where you can easily pick up your cash back payment. You will have the option to select a bank transfer, a prepaid Visa card, a charity donation, or gift cards from hundreds of popular stores. We make picking up cash back as easy and as trustworthy as possible.




What happens if I forget to add Lighthouse as my referral on my application?
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This is the part you don’t want to miss. You need to write in Lighthouse as your referral source to get cash back. If you don’t, the property manager won’t pay us, and then we can’t pay you. If this happens, message your Lightkeeper and we’ll see what we can do.
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Use UMoveFree and get a free move or $200 rebate

[image: ]Your Personal Apartment Locator
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Get Started
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Remodal
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit. Suspendisse varius enim in eros elementum tristique. Duis cursus, mi quis viverra ornare, eros dolor interdum nulla, ut commodo diam libero vitae erat. Aenean faucibus nibh et justo cursus id rutrum lorem imperdiet. Nunc ut sem vitae risus tristique posuere.














